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What happens during a huddle?
Reflect on personal course/LF challenges
Shared challenges brainstorm
Feedback on class
Prep for upcoming week
Trying out new class activities
Construct mid-course feedback questions
Review and integrate mid-course feedback
Construct “group reflection survey” reports
Share personals wins for the week

The Learning Fellows Program creates  partnerships between professors, 
undergraduate students, learning designers, and faculty developers to design and 
deliver active and collaborative learning environments. Learning Fellows support 
faculty by helping small groups of students interact positively with each other and 
engage more deeply in the course material through in-class problem-solving sessions, 
discussions, projects, and other activities. 

Professors
• Prepare for their course months ahead 

of the term with a learning designer
• Engage weekly in reflections, with 

others, about their teaching and the 
student learning experience

• Receive useful feedback and new ideas 
from LFs and learning designers

• Alongside undergraduate LFs, 
participate in novel pedagogy training 
facilitated by the LF Program staff

• Shift from ”my” classroom to “our” 
classroom 

Learning Fellows
• Become partners with professors as 

an integral part of the teaching team
• Give feedback and ideas on course 

activities, structure, and experience
• Develop better facilitation skills by 

reflecting on classroom challenges 
and brainstorming solutions

• Participate in pedagogy activities
• Gain an insider’s view to designing 

and teaching a college course
• Create a community with fellow LFs

Course
Team

Huddles

Staff……..
• Provide learning design and faculty 

development support before and during the 
term

• Gain respect and credibility with professors 
while showcasing their professional expertise

• Gather insights into the student experience 
through conversations with undergrad LFs

• Form deeper and more trusting relationships 
with professors

• Learn how to reflect and 
grow as a student 
and mentor 

• Think about their course 
in a new light and with 
multiple perspectives

• Enjoy witnessing the 
growth of the professors 
and the learning fellows

Who: Professor(s), Learning Fellows, Course Facilitator(s)
What: Reflecting, brainstorming,  prepping for the week ahead,  

and participating in a pedagogy or facilitation activity
When: One hour per week (9 week terms)

Learning Fellows Orientation pre-term
Where: Private and confidential space with many many 

whiteboards and lots and lots of sticky notes
Why: Professors and LFs need customized support with a

facilitator (learning designer or faculty developer)

Pedagogy & Facilitation Training 
Sample Topics

Signs of Confusion
How People Learn Case Studies
Inclusivity Case Studies
LF “Awkward Moments” Game
Leading Discussions
Fink’s Significant Learning Reflection
Open/Closed Questions
Inclusive Teaching Discussion
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Learning to 
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